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if you are an experienced configuration manager administrator looking to advance your career or get more from your current environment then this book is ideal for you prior experience of deploying and managing a configuration manager site would be helpful in following the examples throughout this book invaluable coverage on all aspects of system center 2012 r2 configuration manager completely updated for system center 2012 r2 configuration manager this comprehensive book provides intermediate and advanced coverage of all aspects of the product including planning and installation migrating from previous versions of configuration manager deploying software and operating systems security monitoring and troubleshooting and automating and customizing provides numerous real world scenarios to show you how to use the tool in various contexts explores planning and installation and migrating from sccm 2007 walks you through deploying software and operating systems security monitoring and troubleshooting demonstrates automating and customizing sccm 2012 with scripts this essential book provides you with all the information you need to get savvy with system center 2012 r2 configuration manager mastering system center configuration manager 2007 provides intermediate and advanced coverage of all aspects of the product including planning and installation upgrading systems management server 2003 deploying software and operating systems security monitoring and troubleshooting and automating and customizing sccm 2007 with scripts the authors take a hands on approach by providing many real world scenarios to show readers how to use the tool in various contexts this anchors the conceptual explanations in practical application this book’s web site will contain a collection of ready to use scripts with directions for implementing them in network systems over 31 simple yet incredibly effective recipes for installing and managing system center 2016 endpoint protection about this book this is the most practical and up to date book covering important new features of system center 2016 endpoint protection gain confidence in managing it and protecting your server against malware and other threats configure and automate reporting features and also prepare yourself for a simple and pain free migration process who this book is for if you are a system administrator or engineer using system center 2016 endpoint protection then this book is for you you should have a good background with microsoft products in general although no knowledge of endpoint protection is required
what you will learn
explore the best practices for endpoint protection in system center configuration manager
provision the endpoint protection client in a disk image in configuration manager
get to know more about the security center configure definition and engine client updates to be optimum for your bandwidth
make your application or server work with endpoint protection enabled
find out how to deal with typical issues that may occur with endpoint protection
know how to respond to infections that often occur in detail
system center configuration manager is now used by over 70 of all the business in the world today and many have taken advantage engaging the system center endpoint protection within that great product through this book you will gain knowledge about system center endpoint protection and see how to work with it from system center configuration manager from an objective perspective we ll show you several tips tricks and recipes to not only help you understand and resolve your daily challenges but hopefully enhance the security level of your business different scenarios will be covered such as planning and setting up endpoint protection daily operations and maintenance tips configuring endpoint protection for different servers and applications as well as workstation computers you ll also see how to deal with malware and infected systems that are discovered you ll find out how perform os deployment bitlocker and applocker and discover what to do if there is an attack or outbreak you ll find out how to ensure good control and reporting and great defense against threats and malware software you ll see the huge benefits when dealing with application deployments and get to grips with os deployments software updates and disk encryption such as bitlocker by the end you will be fully aware of the benefits of the system center 2016 endpoint protection anti malware product ready to ensure your business is watertight against any threat you could face style and approach build robust scep and av policies and discover the new potential of exciting new features of scep 2016 microsoft system center configuration manager s sql server database contains valuable information about your users computers hardware operating systems applications compliance status and much more microsoft has provided excellent tools for extracting this information in meaningful ways including sql server reporting services ssrs and sql server data tools business intelligence ssdt bi system center configuration manager reporting unleashed shows you how to make the most of these tools world renowned system center reporting guru garth jones and his expert coauthors guide you through all facets of custom reporting with system center you ll walk through installing and configuring ssrs using sql views to find the data you need writing sql queries creating basic and advanced reports and using role based administration to securely deliver those reports to the correct individuals jones brings together reliable comprehensive and up to date system center reporting techniques you ll find in no other book or website using this guide you can consistently retrieve the right information to solve immediate problems and quickly respond to management concerns detailed information on how to install and configure sql ssrs for optimal system center reporting and easier troubleshooting understand the data stored in the configmgr site database efficiently retrieve configmgr data by writing sql queries in sql server management studio learn best practices for developing and designing system center reports create report templates customize content with report parameters and embed charts customize logos color palettes and other report elements for your own organization construct advanced
drillthroughs to provide deeper understanding strengthen report security by integrating configmgr role based administration into sql queries leverage reporting to measure kpis and gain a better understanding of your environment tailor your reports to the needs of end users or management foreword by wally mead principal program manager cireson the only book entirely dedicated to configuration manager reporting this guide complements meyler's system center 2012 configuration manager unleashed offering far more in depth coverage of reporting than the single chapter in that book most of the content in this new guide will be equally valuable in both system center 2016 and 2012 environments market desc the vast number of it staff within organizations of all sizes using windows server networks as well as consultants responsible for implementing system center configuration manager 2007 special features the first book on the new version of microsoft's powerful network software deployment tool high level instruction aimed at the millions of it professionals working in windows server environments delivers exactly the information that system administrators need to deploy and manage software with systems center configuration manager 2007 about the book mastering system center configuration manager 2007 provides intermediate and advanced coverage of all aspects of the product including planning and installation upgrading systems management server 2003 deploying software and operating systems security monitoring and troubleshooting and automating and customizing sccm 2007 with scripts the authors take a hands on approach by providing many real world scenarios to show readers how to use the tool in various contexts this anchors the conceptual explanations in practical application this book's web site contains a collection of ready to use scripts with directions for implementing them in network systems over 60 applicable recipes to administer and manage system center configuration manager current branch about this book overcome the challenges of administering system center configuration manager when deploying single and multiple hierarchy sites help your organization to build a custom line of business apps and also protect the server against malware threats with endpoint protection get easy guidance and best practices to help you work with sccm who this book is for if you are an intermediate to advanced administrator who wants to administer sccm and understand how to solve particular problems scenarios then this book is for you you should have a working knowledge of sccm however knowledge of the latest version is not required what you will learn administer system center configuration manager upgrade computers from windows 7 8 x to windows 10 using service plans to keep windows 10 machines up to date manage compliance settings effectively and monitor it with ssrs manage sites in system center configuration manager and also learn to create collections leverage role based administration rba and support clients over the internet without a vpn connection implement multiple methods to deploy the client as well as how to be proactive in monitoring client agent health achieve mobile device management with microsoft intune in detail this practical cookbook is based on the 1602 current branch of system center configuration manager sccm it shows you how to administer sccm giving you an essential toolbox of techniques to solve real world scenarios packed with over 60 task based and instantly usable recipes you'll discover how design a sccm infrastructure and dive into topics such as the recommended sql configuration for sccm and how to deploy windows 10 with operating system deployment osd
you will learn to easily manage windows 10 devices by deploying applications software updates and feature upgrades and be able to leverage mobile device management mdm using sccm and microsoft intune finally you see how to gather the inventory of all your pc park and create reports based on it by the end of the book you will have learned the best practices when working with sccm and have a handy reference guide for troubleshooting style and approach this cookbook is full of quick recipes that show you how to administer sccm and will help you understand how to solve particular problems situations encountered in day to day tasks this book is your most complete source for in depth information about microsoft system center configuration manager 2007 system center configuration manager 2007 unleashed is a comprehensive guide to system center configuration manager configmgr 2007 configmgr 2007 helps you manage servers and desktops integrates sms 2003 feature pack functionality and adds new capabilities it enables you to assess deploy and update servers clients and devices across physical virtual distributed and mobile environments including clients that connect only over the internet this book guides you through designing deploying and configuring configmgr 2007 with detailed information on topics such as capacity planning security site design and hierarchy planning server placement discovery native mode and using windows server 2008 you will learn how to tackle challenges such as setting up dcm and osd customizing inventory creating queries and using query results and configuring asset intelligence detailed information on how to understand how configmgr works plan your configmgr deployment manage windows management instrumentation wmi architect for performance install or migrate to configmgr 2007 with windows 2003 or windows 2008 discover and manage clients create and distribute packages understand patch and compliance management create queries use reports deploy operating systems secure configmgr 2007 perform site maintenance back up configmgr components troubleshoot all the aspects of your configuration manager installation from basic easy checks to the advanced log files and serious issues about this book learn to troubleshoot configuration manager 2012 based versions of microsoft system center understand the usability of tools and find resolutions to all the issues of configuration manager a step by step practical guide with the necessary screenshots and examples who this book is for if you are new to configuration manager or have experience with it and are interested in identifying diagnosing and resolving the system center configuration manager administration issues then this book is for you what you will learn fix your clients and install them correctly understand how your configuration manager hierarchy works extend your error information troubleshoot configuration manager roles know your options when faced with problems prevent future problems occurring in detail microsoft system center configuration manager is the most popular enterprise client management solution in the world with some of the best features available troubleshooting this product however is not always as simple as you might want not least getting to know the hundreds of log files and understanding how the various components work the book starts with discussing the most commonly used tools for troubleshooting the variety of problems that can be seen in configuration manager it then moves to providing a high level view of the available log files their locations what they relate to and what they typically contain next we will look at how we can fully utilize and extend all the available information from
the console monitoring pane through to the status messages and down into error logging with some further reaches into WMI SQL registry and the file structure you will then learn what the common error codes mean how to make sense of the less common ones and what they actually mean with respect to configuration manager further to this you will pick up widely acknowledged best practices both from a proactive stance when carrying out your daily administrative tasks and also from a reactive position when the green lights start to turn red right down to a complete failure situation by the end of the book you will be competent enough to identify and diagnose the root causes of System Center Configuration Manager administration issues and resolving them style and approach an easy to follow yet practical guide that will advise you on what tools and information you have available to troubleshoot with if you can extend that information and what to look for solving the issues summary learn System Center Configuration Manager in a month of lunches is a super practical guide to Microsoft System Center Configuration Manager in this book you’ll cut to the chase and learn the administrative procedures and techniques that will keep your systems humming smoothly purchase of the print book comes with an offer of a free PDF, EPUB, and Kindle ebook from Manning also available is all code from the book about the technology businesses rely on a complex patchwork of client computers physical and virtual servers middleware mobile devices and cloud services Microsoft System Center Configuration Manager SCCM sits in the middle of this mix providing a single administrative control center to deploy and manage windows servers and applications across your entire infrastructure including cross platform management of Mac OS X, Linux and Unix to get up to speed with the day to day tasks of managing a system with ConfigMgr all you need is this book and a quiet place to eat your lunch about the book learn System Center Configuration Manager in a month of lunches is a super practical guide to Microsoft System Center Configuration Manager in this book you’ll cut to the chase and learn the administrative procedures and techniques that will keep your systems humming smoothly whether you’re a new sysadmin or you already understand the inner workings of Active Directory and Windows Server you’ll be productive immediately as you work through the 22 self contained lessons in this handy tutorial what’s inside covers the latest build of configuration manager how to simplify updates operating system deployment and reporting cross platform and mobile management including Linux OS X and Windows smart application delivery about the reader no prior experience with System Center Configuration Manager needed about the author James Bannan is a cloud and datacenter management MVP based in Australia table of contents before you begin setting up your lab environment making ConfigMgr aware of your environment managing ConfigMgr devices and users organizing devices and users configuring ConfigMgr clients creating and configuring applications with the appmodel deploying applications and packages to ConfigMgr clients ensuring that ConfigMgr clients can access content keeping ConfigMgr clients patched preparing to deploy Windows deploying Windows advanced deployment of Windows with ConfigMgr and MDT managing Linux clients deploying to Linux and Mac clients managing anti malware with ConfigMgr making sure clients are healthy reporting in ConfigMgr keeping an eye on your clients what to do when things go wrong securing ConfigMgr all engines full steam ahead this is the comprehensive reference and technical guide to Microsoft System Center
configuration manager 2012 a team of expert authors offers step by step coverage of related topics in every feature area organized to help it professionals rapidly optimize configuration manager 2012 for their requirements and then deploy and use it successfully the authors begin by introducing configuration manager 2012 and its goals and explaining how it fits into the broader system center product suite next they fully address planning design and implementation finally they systematically cover each of configuration manager 2012’s most important feature sets addressing issues ranging from configuration management to software distribution readers will learn how to use configuration manager 2012’s user centric capabilities to provide anytime anywhere services and software and to strengthen both control and compliance the first book on configuration manager 2012 system center configuration manager 2012 unleashed joins sams market leading series of books on microsoft’s system center product suite books that have achieved go to status amongst it implementers and administrators worldwide this is the definitive real world guide to microsoft system center 2012 microsoft’s newest and most powerful version of system center authored by consultants who’ve deployed system center in hundreds of enterprises and innovative smaller businesses this book brings together up to the minute tips tricks and techniques you just won’t find anywhere else you’ll learn how to use system center’s powerful capabilities to build highly efficient managed environments that encompass datacenters cloud environments client computers mobile devices and more the authors address planning design implementation integration and administration and cover every component including configuration manager operations manager data protection manager virtual machine manager service manager and orchestrator use configuration manager 2012 to deliver software and updates in highly distributed environments including datacenters clouds and mobile devices reliably manage and report on assets with configuration manager 2012 perform monitoring alerting operations and security reporting with operations manager 2012 use data protection manager 2012 to protect file systems sql microsoft exchange and sharepoint leverage data protection manager 2012’s improved central monitoring and remote recovery run hyper v virtualized environments with vmm 2012 including new private clouds and mixed private public fabrics use service manager 2012 to provide top down integration and use orchestrator 2012 for bottom up process automation and integration glue give users an efficient self service portal for creating service and incident requests and browsing service catalogs manage service offerings and implement enterprise wide change control with service manager 2012 ensure compliance by creating executing and repeating auditable documented processes with orchestrator 2012 mastering system center configuration manager 2007 provides intermediate and advanced coverage of all aspects of the product including planning and installation upgrading systems management server 2003 deploying software and operating systems security monitoring and troubleshooting and automating and customizing sccm 2007 with scripts the authors take a hands on approach by providing many real world scenarios to show readers how to use the tool in various contexts this anchors the conceptual explanations in practical application this book’s web site will contain a collection of ready to use scripts with directions for implementing them in network systems expert coverage of microsoft’s highly anticipated network software deployment tool the latest
version of system center configuration manager sccm is a dramatic update of its predecessor configuration manager 2007 and this book offers intermediate to advanced coverage of how the new sccm boasts a simplified hierarchy role based security a new console flexible application deployment and mobile management you’ll explore planning and installation migrating from sccm 2007 deploying software and operating systems security monitoring and troubleshooting and automating and customizing sccm 2012 with scripts features an unparalleled team of authors two of whom are insiders at microsoft and have worked with sccm since nearly its inception provides in depth coverage and offers a hands on approach to learning all there is to know about sccm explores why sccm 2012 is the most significant update in its 16 year history packed with real world scenarios to show you how to use sccm in various contexts mastering system center configuration manager 2012 covers all aspects of this powerful and complete network software deployment tool this is the comprehensive reference and technical guide to microsoft system center configuration manager 2012 a team of expert authors offers step by step coverage of related topics in every feature area organized to help it professionals rapidly optimize configuration manager 2012 for their requirements and then deploy and use it successfully the authors begin by introducing configuration manager 2012 and its goals and explaining how it fits into the broader system center product suite next they fully address planning design and implementation finally they systematically cover each of configuration manager 2012’s most important feature sets addressing issues ranging from configuration management to software distribution readers will learn how to use configuration manager 2012’s user centric capabilities to provide anytime anywhere services and software and to strengthen both control and compliance the first book on configuration manager 2012 system center configuration manager 2012 unleashed joins sams market leading series of books on microsoft’s system center product suite books that have achieved go to status amongst it implementers and administrators worldwide get up to date quickly with clear expert coverage of sccm 2016 mastering system center configuration manager provides comprehensive coverage of microsoft’s powerful network software deployment tool with a practical hands on approach written by santos martinez peter daalmans and brett bennett this guide walks you through sccm 2016 with in depth explanations anchored in real world applications to get you up to speed quickly whether you’re planning a new installation or migrating from a previous version of configuration manager this book provides clear instruction and expert insight to get the job done right fully aligned with the latest release the discussion covers the newest tools and features with examples that illustrate utility in a variety of contexts system center configuration manager formerly sms is one of microsoft’s flagship products the 2016 release has been updated with better windows 10 and windows server 2016 compatibility improved tools for managing non microsoft mobile devices in the cloud and more this book provides start to finish coverage and expert guidance on everything you need to get your system up to date deploy software and operating systems automate processes and customize configurations monitor performance and troubleshoot issues manage security in the cloud and on virtual machines sccm 2016 improves your ability to handle the bring your own device influx in managing mobile streamlining the latest hiccup right into the everyday workflow mastering system center
configuration manager provides the practical coverage you need to get up and running seamlessly this book is perfect for it administrators who are looking to enhance their skills on system and asset management a fair understanding of the core elements and applications related to sccm would be helpful plan design and deploy system center configuration manager 1706 like never before regardless of how complex your infrastructure is about this book the most up to date resource on deploying or migrating to system center configuration manager 1706 within your it infrastructure plan design and deploy configmgr 1706 with ease both on primary and multiple hierarchy sites master the new features of configmgr 1706 including windows 10 support who this book is for if you are a system engineer or an administrator planning to deploy microsoft system center configuration manager 1706 then this book is for you this book will also benefit system administrators who are responsible for designing and deploying one or more system center configuration manager 1706 sites in their new or existing systems what you will learn install configmgr servers and the necessary roles design and scale configmgr environments configure and administrate essential configmgr roles and features create software packages using msi and exe files deliver detailed reports with an automatic patching process apply proper hardening on your deployment and secure workstations deploy operating systems and updates leveraging configmgr mechanisms create high availability components using the built in mechanism for backup and recovery in detail it becomes important to plan design and deploy configurations when administrators know that configuration manager interacts with a number of infrastructure components such as active directory domain services network protocols windows server services and so on via real world deployment scenarios this book will help you implement a single primary site or multiples sites you will be able to efficiently plan and deploy a multiple site hierarchy such as central administration site next you will learn various methods to plan and deploy configuration manager clients secure them and make the most of new features offered through configmgr 1706 like compliance deploying updates operating systems to the endpoints then this book will show you how to install configure and run sql reports to extract information lastly you will also learn how to create and manage users access in an configmgr environment by the end of this book you will have learned to use the built in mechanism to back up and restore data and also design maintenance plan style and approach this step by step guide teaches you cool ways to plan deploy and configure configmgr 1706 this tutorial which complements the release of configmgr 1706 with a refreshing new approach and expert guidance will teach you everything you need to know about the essentials of server if you are a dpm administrator this book will help you verify your knowledge and provide you with everything you need to know about the 2012 r2 release no prior knowledge about system center dpm is required however some experience of running backups will come in handy since microsoft introduced system center 2012 configuration manager it has released two sets of important changes and improvements service pack 1 and r2 this comprehensive reference and technical guide focuses specifically on those enhancements it offers 300 pages of all new in the trenches guidance for applying configuration manager 2012 s newest features to improve user and it productivity across all corporate consumer and mobile devices an authoring team of world class system center consultants
thoroughly cover system center integration with microsoft intune and its mobile device management capabilities they fully address microsoft s increased support for cross platform devices enhanced profiles changes to application management operating system deployment as well as improvements to performance security usability and mobile device management the essential follow up to system center 2012 r2 configuration manager unleashed this new supplement joins sams market leading series of books on microsoft system center use configmgr 2012 r2 with windows intune to deliver people centric management to any user any device anywhere simplify byod registration and enrollment and enable consistent access to corporate resources integrate new mobile device management capabilities into the configuration manager console without service packs hot fixes or major releases provision authentication certificates for managed devices via certificate profiles automate repetitive software and device related tasks with powershell cmdlets centrally control roaming profiles certificates wi fi profiles and vpn configuration configure user data and profiles to manage folder redirection offline files folders and roaming profiles for windows 8 x users enable users to access data in virtual desktop infrastructure vdi environments manage devices running os x unix linux windows phone 8 winrt ios and android understand the new cross platform agent introduced in configmgr 2012 r2 automate windows setup with osd prepare for configure install and verify successful installation of the windows intune connector role respond to emerging challenges in mobile device management a variety of positive change has recently taken place in the dnn ecosystem code base and underlying technology professional dnn7 open source net cms platform provides thorough coverage of all aspects of dnn including the latest features api s and updates looking to ramp up your knowledge of dnn7 if so this book is for you in this book you ll learn how to install configure administer develop modules and much more dnn has undergone a significant transformation over the past 4 years the rebrand from dotnetnuke to dnn was just the start the entire platform was migrated from vb to c the user interface was overhauled providing a much improved user experience dramatic improvements in functionality performance were made including support for social collaboration and mobile devices recently api s that make modern client side development easy have been introduced as well the underlying technology platform has migrated from asp net 2 0 to asp net 4 0 and dnn has also integrated microsoft s api as the service framework at the core of the dnn solution all of these enhancements provide developers with a lot of power in one solution in previous professional dotnetnuke books dotnetnuke founder shaun walker authored a popular introductory chapter covering the evolution of the dnn open source project he will expand this initial chapter with information about venture capital funding commercialization and software business insights which will be of interest to dnn enthusiasts as well as technology entrepreneurs dnn site builders administrators and developers will learn how to determine if they have met the installation requirements and install dnn administer and host a dnn site and install and configure modules manage users and keep a dnn installation secure localize a dnn site for multiple languages build custom dnn modules in c using the model of separation of database business logic and presentation layers customize the dnn look with skinning make their site social with evoq k2 blackpearl and the k2 platform is a large powerful game changing application
platform built on microsoft technologies understanding it from top to bottom would be a great task for a single person which is why we have gathered more than a dozen authors to supply you with the information to successfully transform your company into a process oriented efficient business that can grow with the k2 platform since this is the first book on k2 blackpearl you will find a broad range of topics in this book from the market in which k2 blackpearl is aimed to the architecture of the platform from how to approach process design to developing your own custom user manager the first part of the book is meant for everyone and provides an understanding of k2 blackpearl and where it fits in the marketplace it is included to provide a framework for thinking about various aspects of process driven applications including how they differ from business process management techniques identifying processes in your company to automate the different pieces that make up a process measuring the success of your efforts and finally shifting your company's culture in the direction of process efficiency this section may be the only section you need to read if you are sponsoring a process improvement effort in your company if you are responsible for leading the effort make sure to read chapters 3 and 4 the other parts are meant to provide details on how to effectively deploy and use k2 blackpearl and include a broad range of topics read what you are most interested in but also make sure to read chapter 8 which will give you a great foundation to start designing processes with k2 blackpearl chapter 14 is also recommended for everyone because it provides an overview of the available k2 designers and how you can share projects among them k2 blackpearl is the main subject of this book although we devote an entire chapter chapter 23 to the add on product k2 connect to give you an understanding of how to bring sap data into your processes we also talk a bit about k2 blackpoint particularly in the sharepoint chapters since k2 blackpoint is built on the k2 blackpearl foundation many of the same concepts apply to that product as well but we do not point out the differences between k2 blackpearl and k2 blackpoint for that information browse to k2 com power up your windows security skills with expert guidance in depth technical insights and dozens of real world vulnerability examples from google project zero s most renowned researcher learn core components of the system in greater depth than ever before and gain hands on experience probing advanced microsoft security systems with the added benefit of powershell scripts windows security internals is a must have for anyone needing to understand the windows operating system s low level implementations whether to discover new vulnerabilities or protect against known ones developers devops and security researchers will all find unparalleled insight into the operating system s key elements and weaknesses surpassing even microsoft s official documentation author james forshaw teaches through meticulously crafted powershell examples that can be experimented with and modified covering everything from basic resource security analysis to advanced techniques like using network authentication the examples will help you actively test and manipulate system behaviors learn how windows secures files and the registry re create from scratch how the system grants access to a resource learn how windows implements authentication both locally and over a network and much more you ll also explore a wide range of topics such as windows security architecture including both the kernel and user mode applications the windows security reference monitor smi including access tokens querying and setting a resource s
security descriptor and access checking and auditing interactive windows authentication and credential storage in the security
account manager sam and active directory mechanisms of network authentication protocols including ntlm and kerberos in an era of
sophisticated cyberattacks on windows networks mastering the operating system s complex security mechanisms is more crucial than
ever whether you re defending against the latest cyber threats or delving into the intricacies of windows security architecture you ll
find windows security internals indispensable in your efforts to navigate the complexities of today s cybersecurity landscape a
complete textbook and reference for engineers to learn the fundamentals of computer programming with modern c introduction to
programming with c for engineers is an original presentation teaching the fundamentals of computer programming and modern c to
engineers and engineering students professor cyganek a highly regarded expert in his field walks users through basics of data
structures and algorithms with the help of a core subset of c and the standard library progressing to the object oriented domain and
advanced c features computer arithmetic memory management and essentials of parallel programming showing with real world
elements how to complete tasks he also guides users through the software development process good programming practices not
shunning from explaining low level features and the programming tools being a textbook with the summarizing tables and diagrams
the book becomes a highly useful reference for c programmers at all levels introduction to programming with c for engineers teaches
how to program by guiding users from simple techniques with modern c and the standard library to more advanced object oriented
design methods and language features providing meaningful examples that facilitate understanding of the programming techniques
and the c language constructions fostering good programming practices which create better professional programmers minimizing
text descriptions opting instead for comprehensive figures tables diagrams and other explanatory material granting access to a
complementary website that contains example code and useful links to resources that further improve the reader s coding ability
including test and exam question for the reader s review at the end of each chapter engineering students students of other sciences
who rely on computer programming and professionals in various fields will find this book invaluable when learning to program with c
prepare for microsoft exam ms 900 and help demonstrate your mastery of real world foundational knowledge about the considerations
and benefits of adopting cloud services and the software as a service cloud model as well as specific options and benefits of microsoft
365 cloud service offerings designed for it professionals exam ref focuses on critical thinking and decision making acumen needed for
success at the microsoft certified fundamentals level focus on the expertise measured by these objectives understand cloud concepts
understand core microsoft 365 services and concepts understand security compliance privacy and trust in microsoft 365 understand
microsoft 365 pricing and support this microsoft exam ref organizes its coverage by exam objectives features strategic what if
scenarios to challenge you assumes you are a business user it professional or student interested in cloud computing and
technologies including individuals planning to pursue more advanced microsoft 365 certification about the exam exam ms 900
focuses on knowledge about benefits and considerations of using cloud services different types of cloud services core microsoft 365
components comparisons between microsoft 365 and on premises services modern management concepts office 365 proplus microsoft 365 collaboration mobility and analytics microsoft 365 security and compliance concepts unified endpoint management security usage scenarios and services the service trust portal and compliance manager microsoft 365 licensing options pricing support and service lifecycles about microsoft certification passing this exam fulfills your requirements for the microsoft 365 certified fundamentals certification credential proving that you understand microsoft 365 options as well as the benefits of adopting cloud services the software as a service saas cloud model and microsoft 365 cloud services in particular see full details at microsoft com learn ubuntu linux is the fastest growing linux based operating system and beginning ubuntu linux fifth edition teaches all of us including those who have never used linux how to use it productively whether you come from windows or the mac or the world of open source beginning ubuntu linux fifth edition shows you how to take advantage of lucid lynx based on the best selling previous edition emilio raggi maintains a fine balance between teaching ubuntu and introducing new features whether you aim to use it in the home or in the office you'll be introduced to the world of ubuntu linux from simple word processing to using cloud services you'll learn how to control the ubuntu system which you just installed from the book's dvd as you are guided through common tasks such as configuring the system's graphical user interface gui listening to audio cds and mp3s producing documents using voip and chat and of course general system maintenance this book also supplies a series of comprehensive tutorials on ubuntu administration and security essential for any ubuntu user while not neglecting matters pertaining to office applications and the cloud microsoft system center enterprise suite unleashed is the first and only definitive real world guide to the entire microsoft system center enterprise suite it brings together tips tricks best practices and lessons learned by top consultants who've deployed system center in some of the world's largest enterprises and most successful small businesses drawing on years of early adopter and production experience rand morimoto chris amaris and their team cover the entire system center lifecycle and its components for system configuration operations management data protection virtual machine management help desk support change management asset control capacity planning and mobile device management you'll learn about individual components and how to integrate them to build automated exceptionally efficient managed environments for smaller businesses the book also presents microsoft's streamlined lower cost it management offering system center essentials 2010 use system center configuration manager 2007 to image update manage and support servers and clients proactively monitor your systems to identify and fix problems before they fail use system center data protection manager 2010 to provide reliable timely backup recovery implement and manage all aspects of virtualization including virtual guest sessions on both microsoft hyper v and vmware make the most of system center service manager 2010's integrated tools for managing help desks incidents assets and changes use system center capacity planner to properly size procure and deploy new systems remotely track secure patch update and support mobile devices with system center mobile device manager simplify small business it management with system center essentials 2010's wizards and auto configuration components note this title is also available as a
free ebook it is offered for sale in print format as a convenience get a head start evaluating system center 2012 r2 with technical insights from a microsoft mvp and members of the system center product team this guide introduces new features and capabilities with scenario based advice on how the platform can meet the needs of your business get the high level overview you need to begin preparing your deployment now preview new features and enhancements including virtual machine manager app controller configuration manager data protection manager operations manager advisor service manager orchestrator your ultimate guide to pentesting with kali linux kali is a popular and powerful linux distribution used by cybersecurity professionals around the world penetration testers must master kali s varied library of tools to be effective at their work the kali linux penetration testing bible is the hands on and methodology guide for pentesting with kali you ll discover everything you need to know about the tools and techniques hackers use to gain access to systems like yours so you can erect reliable defenses for your virtual assets whether you re new to the field or an established pentester you ll find what you need in this comprehensive guide build a modern dockerized environment discover the fundamentals of the bash language in linux use a variety of effective techniques to find vulnerabilities osint network scan and more analyze your findings and identify false positives and uncover advanced subjects like buffer overflow lateral movement and privilege escalation apply practical and efficient pentesting workflows learn about modern application security secure sdlc automate your penetration testing with python the first major book on mdm written by group policy and enterprise mobility mvp and renowned expert jeremy moskowitz with windows 10 organizations can create a consistent set of configurations across the modern enterprise desktop for pcs tablets and phones through the common mobile device management mdm layer mdm gives organizations a way to configure settings that achieve their administrative intent without exposing every possible setting one benefit of mdm is that it enables organizations to apply broader privacy security and application management settings through lighter and more efficient tools mdm also allows organizations to target internet connected devices to manage policies without using group policy gp that requires on premises domain joined devices this makes mdm the best choice for devices that are constantly on the go with microsoft making this shift to using mobile device management mdm a cloud based policy management system it professionals need to know how to do similar tasks they do with group policy but now using mdm with its differences and pitfalls what is mdm and how is it different than gp setup azure ad and mdm auto enrollment new pc rollouts and remote refreshes autopilot and configuration designer enterprise state roaming and onedrive documents roaming renowned expert and microsoft group policy and enterprise mobility mvp jeremy moskowitz teaches you mdm fundamentals essential troubleshooting techniques and how to manage your enterprise desktops virtual hands on learning labs allow you to apply your technical skills using live hardware and software hosted in the cloud so sybex has bundled microsoft 365 certified associate mca modern desktop from practice labs the it competency hub with our popular mca modern desktop administrator study guide exam md 100 working in these labs gives you the same experience you need to prepare for the microsoft 365 certified associate mca modern desktop md 100 that you would face in a real life setting used in addition to the book the labs are
a proven way to prepare for the certification and for work in the windows it professional field the new microsoft 365 certified associate mca modern desktop certification exam measures a candidate s ability to deploy windows manage devices and data configure connectivity and maintain windows mca certification sought by a growing number of employers is an important part of any it professional s resume the mca modern desktop administrator study guide exam md 100 is a must have book for anyone preparing for certification this clear and accurate study guide covers 100 of exam objectives providing hands on exercises challenging review questions full explanations and real world examples to deploy configure secure manage and monitor devices and client applications in an enterprise environment access to sybex s comprehensive online learning environment comprising a self assessment test a bonus practice exam flashcards a searchable glossary and chapter exercise videos is included to fully prepare for exam day this study guide covers all exam md 100 objectives prepares readers to implement install and configure windows 10 reinforces comprehension and retention of central exam topics helps readers learn new skills or upgrade existing skills to microsoft s latest desktop client demand for competent it professionals is already high and continues to grow at a rapid pace the mca modern desktop administrator study guide exam md 100 is a valuable resource for preparing for the new exam md 100 and mca certification and with this edition you also get practice labs virtual labs that run from your browser the registration code is included with the book and gives you 6 months unlimited access to practice labs microsoft 365 certified associate mca modern desktop labs with 29 unique lab modules to practice your skills harness the power of sql server microsoft s high performance database and data analysis software package by accessing everything you need to know in microsoft sql server 2008 bible learn the best practices tips and tricks from this comprehensive tutorial and reference which includes specific examples and sample code with nearly every task demonstrated in both a graphical and sql code method understand how to develop sql server databases and data connections how to administer the sql server and keep databases performing optimally and how to navigate all the new features of the 2008 release whether it s your first venture into 3d technical drawing software or you re switching to solidworks from something else you re probably excited about what this cad program has to offer chances are you figure it s going to take awhile to get the hang of it before you can begin cranking out those perfectly precise 3d designs solidworks for dummies 2nd edition can help you dramatically shorten that get acquainted period solidworks for dummies 2nd edition will help you get up and running quickly on the leading 3d technical drawing software you ll see how to set up solidworks to create the type of drawings your industry requires and how to take full advantage of its legendary 3d features you ll discover how to work with virtual prototypes understand the user interface use templates and sketch assemble and create drawings automate the drawing process review drawings and collaborate with other team members define and edit sketches create dimensions and annotations print or plot your drawings leverage existing designs sample files on the bonus cd rom show you how to apply the latest version of solidworks and accomplish specific tasks even if you re brand new to cad software solidworks for dummies 2nd edition will have you feeling like a pro in no time you ll find you ve entered a whole new dimension note cd rom dvd and other supplementary
materials are not included as part of ebook file the 70 688 supporting windows 8 1 textbook helps prepare students for the second of two exams required for microsoft certified solutions associate mcasa windows 8 certification students master configuration or support for windows 8 computers devices users and associated network and security resources those in this it professional career field work with networks configured as a domain based or peer to peer environment with access to the internet and cloud services these it professionals could be a consultant full time desktop support technician or it generalist who administers windows 8 based computers and devices as a portion of their broader technical responsibilities additional skills addressed including the recent 8 1 objectives in this textbook design an installation and application strategy maintain resource access maintain windows clients and devices manage windows 8 using cloud services and microsoft desktop optimization pack the moac it professional series is the official from microsoft turn key workforce training program that leads to professional certification and was authored for college instructors and college students moac gets instructors ready to teach and students ready for work by delivering essential resources in 5 key areas instructor readiness student software student assessment instruction resources and learning validation with the microsoft official academic course program you are getting instructional support from microsoft materials that are accurate and make course delivery easy pro sql server 2008 administration is critical for database administrators seeking in depth knowledge on administering sql server 2008 this book covers the impact of the new features available in sql server 2008 specifically targeted for database administrators along with the tried and true advanced techniques required to support and maintain microsoft sql server introduces new administration features of sql server 2008 shows how to manage a sql server 2008 database at professional level provides guidance on performance optimization implement maintain and repair sql server 2012 databases as the most significant update since 2008 microsoft sql server 2012 boasts updates and new features that are critical to understand whether you manage and administer sql server 2012 or are planning to get your mcasa sql server 2012 certification this book is the perfect supplement to your learning and preparation from understanding sql server s roles to implementing business intelligence and reporting this practical book explores tasks and scenarios that a working sql server dba faces regularly and shows you step by step how to handle them includes practice exams and coverage of exam objectives for those seeking mcasa sql server 2012 certification explores the skills you ll need on the job as a sql server 2012 dba discusses designing and implementing database solutions walks you through administrating maintaining and securing sql server 2012 addresses implementing high availability and data distribution includes bonus videos where the author walks you through some of the more difficult tasks expected of a dba featuring hands on exercises and real world scenarios this resource guides you through the essentials of implementing maintaining and repairing sql server 2012 databases delve inside windows architecture and internals and see how core components work behind the scenes led by three renowned internals experts this classic guide is fully updated for windows 7 and windows server 2008 r2 and now presents its coverage in two volumes as always you get critical insider perspectives on how windows operates and through hands on experiments you ll experience its internal behavior firsthand knowledge you can
apply to improve application design debugging system performance and support in part 1 you will understand how core system and management mechanisms work including the object manager synchronization wow64 hyper v and the registry examine the data structures and activities behind processes threads and jobs go inside the windows security model to see how it manages access auditing and authorization explore the windows networking stack from top to bottom including apis branchcache protocol and ndis drivers and layered services dig into internals hands on using the kernel debugger performance monitor and other tools the only guide you need to learn the leading 3d solid modeler program solidworks this in depth guide goes into extensive detail not just on how the software works but in many cases why it works the way it does solidworks is a powerful 3d solid modeling system that is popular with cad users everywhere but to become really proficient at the more involved functionality in solidworks one really needs specialized training or a comprehensive book like the solidworks bible thoroughly covers solidwork features using real world examples author matt lombard is well known and well respected in the solidworks community and host a popular solidworks blog called dezignstuff get the guidance you need to efficiently learn and master solidworks note cd rom dvd and other supplementary materials are not included as part of ebook file

Microsoft System Center Configuration Manager Advanced Deployment

2014-09-25

if you are an experienced configuration manager administrator looking to advance your career or get more from your current environment then this book is ideal for you prior experience of deploying and managing a configuration manager site would be helpful in following the examples throughout this book

Mastering System Center 2012 R2 Configuration Manager
invaluable coverage on all aspects of system center 2012 r2 configuration manager completely updated for system center 2012 r2 configuration manager this comprehensive book provides intermediate and advanced coverage of all aspects of the product including planning and installation migrating from previous versions of configuration manager deploying software and operating systems security monitoring and troubleshooting and automating and customizing provides numerous real world scenarios to show you how to use the tool in various contexts explores planning and installation and migrating from sccm 2007 walks you through deploying software and operating systems security monitoring and troubleshooting demonstrates automating and customizing sccm 2012 with scripts this essential book provides you with all the information you need to get savvy with system center 2012 r2 configuration manager

Mastering System Center Configuration Manager 2007 R2

mastering system center configuration manager 2007 provides intermediate and advanced coverage of all aspects of the product including planning and installation upgrading systems management server 2003 deploying software and operating systems security monitoring and
troubleshooting and automating and customizing sccm 2007 with scripts the authors take a hands on approach by providing many real world scenarios to show readers how to use the tool in various contexts this anchors the conceptual explanations in practical application this book s web site will contain a collection of ready to use scripts with directions for implementing them in network systems

Microsoft System Center Endpoint Protection Cookbook

2016-12-19

over 31 simple yet incredibly effective recipes for installing and managing system center 2016 endpoint protection about this book this is the most practical and up to date book covering important new features of system center 2016 endpoint protection gain confidence in managing it and protecting your server against malware and other threats configure and automate reporting features and also prepare yourself for a simple and pain free migration process who this book is for if you are a system administrator or engineer using system center 2016 endpoint protection then this book is for you you should have a good background with microsoft products in general although no knowledge of endpoint protection is required what you will learn explore the best practices for endpoint protection in system center configuration manager provision the endpoint protection client in a disk image in configuration manager get to know more about the security center configure definition and engine client updates to be optimum for your bandwidth make your application or
server work with endpoint protection enabled find out how to deal with typical issues that may occur with endpoint protection know how to respond to infections that often occur in detail system center configuration manager is now used by over 70 of all the business in the world today and many have taken advantage engaging the system center endpoint protection within that great product through this book you will gain knowledge about system center endpoint protection and see how to work with it from system center configuration manager from an objective perspective we ll show you several tips tricks and recipes to not only help you understand and resolve your daily challenges but hopefully enhance the security level of your business different scenarios will be covered such as planning and setting up endpoint protection daily operations and maintenance tips configuring endpoint protection for different servers and applications as well as workstation computers you ll also see how to deal with malware and infected systems that are discovered you ll find out how perform os deployment bitlocker and applocker and discover what to do if there is an attack or outbreak you ll find out how to ensure good control and reporting and great defense against threats and malware software you ll see the huge benefits when dealing with application deployments and get to grips with os deployments software updates and disk encryption such as bitlocker by the end you will be fully aware of the benefits of the system center 2016 endpoint protection anti malware product ready to ensure your business is watertight against any threat you could face style and approach build robust scep and av policies and discover the new potential of exciting new features of scep 2016
microsoft system center configuration manager s sql server database contains valuable information about your users computers hardware operating systems applications compliance status and much more microsoft has provided excellent tools for extracting this information in meaningful ways including sql server reporting services ssrs and sql server data tools business intelligence ssdt bi system center configuration manager reporting unleashed shows you how to make the most of these tools world renowned system center reporting guru garth jones and his expert coauthors guide you through all facets of custom reporting with system center you ll walk through installing and configuring ssrs using sql views to find the data you need writing sql queries creating basic and advanced reports and using role based administration to securely deliver those reports to the correct individuals jones brings together reliable comprehensive and up to date system center reporting techniques you ll find in no other book or website using this guide you can consistently retrieve the right information to solve immediate problems and quickly respond to management concerns detailed information on how to install and configure sql ssrs for optimal system center reporting and easier troubleshooting understand the data stored in the configmgr site database efficiently retrieve configmgr data by writing sql queries in sql server management studio learn best practices for developing and designing system center reports create report templates customize content with report parameters and embed charts customize logos color palettes and other report elements for
your own organization construct advanced drillthroughs to provide deeper understanding strengthen report security by integrating configmgr role based administration into sql queries leverage reporting to measure kpis and gain a better understanding of your environment tailor your reports to the needs of end users or management foreword by wally mead principal program manager cireson the only book entirely dedicated to configuration manager reporting this guide complements meyler s system center 2012 configuration manager unleashed offering far more in depth coverage of reporting than the single chapter in that book most of the content in this new guide will be equally valuable in both system center 2016 and 2012 environments

MASTERING MICROSOFT SYSTEM CENTER CONFIGURATION MANAGER 2007 R2

2009-05-01

market desc the vast number of it staff within organizations of all sizes using windows server networks as well as consultants responsible for implementing system center configuration manager 2007 special features the first book on the new version of microsoft s powerful network software deployment tool high level instruction aimed at the millions of it professionals working in windows server environments delivers exactly the information that system administrators need to deploy and
manage software with systems center configuration manager 2007 about the book mastering system center configuration manager 2007 provides intermediate and advanced coverage of all aspects of the product including planning and installation upgrading systems management server 2003 deploying software and operating systems security monitoring and troubleshooting and automating and customizing sccm 2007 with scripts the authors take a hands on approach by providing many real world scenarios to show readers how to use the tool in various contexts this anchors the conceptual explanations in practical application this book s web site contains a collection of ready to use scripts with directions for implementing them in network systems

Microsoft System Center Configuration Manager Cookbook

2016-11-23

over 60 applicable recipes to administer and manage system center configuration manager current branch about this book overcome the challenges of administering system center configuration manager when deploying single and multiple hierarchy sites help your organization to build a custom line of business apps and also protect the server against malware threats with endpoint protection get easy guidance and best practices to help you work with sccm who this book is for if you are an intermediate to advanced administrator who wants to administer sccm and understand how to solve particular problems scenarios then this book is for you you should have a working knowledge of
sccm however knowledge of the latest version is not required what you will learn administer system center configuration manager upgrade computers from windows 7 8 x to windows 10 using service plans to keep windows 10 machines up to date manage compliance settings effectively and monitor it with ssrs manage sites in system center configuration manager and also learn to create collections leverage role based administration rba and support clients over the internet without a vpn connection implement multiple methods to deploy the client as well as how to be proactive in monitoring client agent health achieve mobile device management with microsoft intune in detail this practical cookbook is based on the 1602 current branch of system center configuration manager sccm it shows you how to administer sccm giving you an essential toolbox of techniques to solve real world scenarios packed with over 60 task based and instantly usable recipes you ll discover how design a sccm infrastructure and dive into topics such as the recommended sql configuration for sccm and how to deploy windows 10 with operating system deployment osd you will learn to easily manage windows 10 devices by deploying applications software updates and feature upgrades and be able to leverage mobile device management mdm using sccm and microsoft intune finally you see how to gather the inventory of all your pc park and create reports based on it by the end of the book you will have learned the best practices when working with sccm and have a handy reference guide for troubleshooting style and approach this cookbook is full of quick recipes that show you how to administer sccm and will help you understand how to solve particular problems situations encountered in day to day tasks
this book is your most complete source for in depth information about microsoft system center configuration manager 2007 system center configuration manager 2007 unleashed is a comprehensive guide to system center configuration manager configmgr 2007 configmgr 2007 helps you manage servers and desktops integrates sms 2003 feature pack functionality and adds new capabilities it enables you to assess deploy and update servers clients and devices across physical virtual distributed and mobile environments including clients that connect only over the internet this book guides you through designing deploying and configuring configmgr 2007 with detailed information on topics such as capacity planning security site design and hierarchy planning server placement discovery native mode and using windows server 2008 you will learn how to tackle challenges such as setting up dcm and osd customizing inventory creating queries and using query results and configuring asset intelligence detailed information on how to understand how configmgr works plan your configmgr deployment manage windows management instrumentation wmi architect for performance install or migrate to configmgr 2007 with windows 2003 or windows 2008 discover and manage clients create and distribute packages understand patch and compliance management create queries use reports deploy operating systems secure configmgr 2007 perform site maintenance back up configmgr components
Troubleshooting System Center Configuration Manager

2016-03-31

troubleshoot all the aspects of your configuration manager installation from basic easy checks to the advanced log files and serious issues about this book learn to troubleshoot configuration manager 2012 based versions of microsoft system center understand the usability of tools and find resolutions to all the issues of configuration manager a step by step practical guide with the necessary screenshots and examples who this book is for if you are new to configuration manager or have experience with it and are interested in identifying diagnosing and resolving the system center configuration manager administration issues then this book is for you what you will learn fix your clients and install them correctly understand how your configuration manager hierarchy works extend your error information troubleshoot configuration manager roles know your options when faced with problems prevent future problems occurring in detail microsoft system center configuration manager is the most popular enterprise client management solution in the world with some of the best features available troubleshooting this product however is not always as simple as you might want not least getting to know the hundreds of log files and understanding how the various components work the book starts with discussing the most commonly used tools for troubleshooting the variety of problems that can be seen in configuration manager it then moves to providing a high level view of the available log files their locations what they relate to and what they typically contain next we will look at how we can fully utilize and extend all the available information
from the console monitoring pane through to the status messages and down into error logging with some further reaches into wmi sql registry and the file structure you will then learn what the common error codes mean how to make sense of the less common ones and what they actually mean with respect to configuration manager further to this you will pick up widely acknowledged best practices both from a proactive stance when carrying out your daily administrative tasks and also from a reactive position when the green lights start to turn red right down to a complete failure situation by the end of the book you will be competent enough to identify and diagnose the root causes of system center configuration manager administration issues and resolving them style and approach an easy to follow yet practical guide that will advise you on what tools and information you have available to troubleshoot with if you can extend that information and what to look for solving the issues

Learn System Center Configuration Manager in a Month of Lunches

2016-06-26

summary learn system center configuration manager in a month of lunches is a super practical guide to microsoft system center configuration manager in this book you ll cut to the chase and learn the administrative procedures and techniques that will keep your systems humming smoothly purchase of the print book comes with an offer of a free pdf epub and kindle ebook from manning
also available is all code from the book about the technology businesses rely on a complex patchwork of client computers physical and virtual servers middleware mobile devices and cloud services microsoft system center configuration manager sccm sits in the middle of this mix providing a single administrative control center to deploy and manage windows servers and applications across your entire infrastructure including cross platform management of mac os x linux and unix to get up to speed with the day to day tasks of managing a system with configmgr all you need is this book and a quiet place to eat your lunch about the book learn system center configuration manager in a month of lunches is a super practical guide to microsoft system center configuration manager in this book you ll cut to the chase and learn the administrative procedures and techniques that will keep your systems humming smoothly whether you re a new sysadmin or you already understand the inner workings of active directory and windows server you ll be productive immediately as you work through the 22 self contained lessons in this handy tutorial what s inside covers the latest build of configuration manager how to simplify updates operating system deployment and reporting cross platform and mobile management including linux os x and windows smart application delivery about the reader no prior experience with system center configuration manager needed about the author james bannan is a cloud and datacenter management mvp based in australia table of contents before you begin setting up your lab environment making configmgr aware of your environment managing configmgr devices and users organizing devices and users configuring configmgr clients creating and configuring applications with the appmodel deploying applications and packages to configmgr clients ensuring that configmgr clients can access content keeping configmgr clients patched preparing to deploy windows deploying windows advanced deployment of windows with configmgr and mdt managing linux clients deploying to linux and mac clients managing anti malware
with configmgr making sure clients are healthy reporting in configmgr keeping an eye on your clients 
what to do when things go wrong securing configmgr all engines full steam ahead

**System Center 2012 Configuration Manager (SCCM) Unleashed**

2012-07-16

this is the comprehensive reference and technical guide to microsoft system center configuration manager 2012 a team of expert authors offers step by step coverage of related topics in every feature area organized to help it professionals rapidly optimize configuration manager 2012 for their requirements and then deploy and use it successfully the authors begin by introducing configuration manager 2012 and its goals and explaining how it fits into the broader system center product suite next they fully address planning design and implementation finally they systematically cover each of configuration manager 2012 s most important feature sets addressing issues ranging from configuration management to software distribution readers will learn how to use configuration manager 2012 s user centric capabilities to provide anytime anywhere services and software and to strengthen both control and compliance the first book on configuration manager 2012 system center configuration manager 2012 unleashed joins sams market leading series of books on microsoft s system center product suite books that have achieved go to status amongst it implementers and administrators worldwide
Microsoft System Center 2012 Unleashed

2012-05-31

d Utf this is the definitive real world guide to microsoft system center 2012 microsoft s newest and most powerful version of system center authored by consultants who ve deployed system center in hundreds of enterprises and innovative smaller businesses this book brings together up to the minute tips tricks and techniques you just won t find anywhere else you ll learn how to use system center s powerful capabilities to build highly efficient managed environments that encompass datacenters cloud environments client computers mobile devices and more the authors address planning design implementation integration and administration and cover every component including configuration manager operations manager data protection manager virtual machine manager service manager and orchestrator use configuration manager 2012 to deliver software and updates in highly distributed environments including datacenters clouds and mobile devices reliably manage and report on assets with configuration manager 2012 perform monitoring alerting operations and security reporting with operations manager 2012 use data protection manager 2012 to protect file systems sql microsoft exchange and sharepoint leverage data protection manager 2012 s improved central monitoring and remote recovery run hyper v virtualized environments with vmm 2012 including new private clouds and mixed private public fabrics use service manager 2012 to provide top down integration and use orchestrator 2012 for bottom up process automation and integration
glue give users an efficient self service portal for creating service and incident requests and browsing service catalogs manage service offerings and implement enterprise wide change control with service manager 2012 ensure compliance by creating executing and repeating auditable documented processes with orchestrator 2012

**Mastering System Center Configuration Manager 2007 R2**

2009-04-13

mastering system center configuration manager 2007 provides intermediate and advanced coverage of all aspects of the product including planning and installation upgrading systems management server 2003 deploying software and operating systems security monitoring and troubleshooting and automating and customizing sccm 2007 with scripts the authors take a hands on approach by providing many real world scenarios to show readers how to use the tool in various contexts this anchors the conceptual explanations in practical application this book’s web site will contain a collection of ready to use scripts with directions for implementing them in network systems

**Mastering System Center 2012 Configuration Manager**
expert coverage of Microsoft's highly anticipated network software deployment tool. The latest version of System Center Configuration Manager (SCCM) is a dramatic update of its predecessor Configuration Manager 2007, and this book offers intermediate to advanced coverage of how the new SCCM boasts a simplified hierarchy, role-based security, a new console, flexible application deployment, and mobile management. You'll explore planning and installation, migrating from SCCM 2007, deploying software and operating systems, security monitoring, troubleshooting, and automating and customizing SCCM 2012 with scripts. Features an unparalleled team of authors, two of whom are insiders at Microsoft and have worked with SCCM since nearly its inception. Provides in-depth coverage and offers a hands-on approach to learning all there is to know about SCCM. Explores why SCCM 2012 is the most significant update in its 16-year history. Packed with real-world scenarios to show you how to use SCCM in various contexts. Mastering System Center Configuration Manager 2012 covers all aspects of this powerful and complete network software deployment tool.

**System Center 2012 Configuration Manager Unleashed**

2012
this is the comprehensive reference and technical guide to microsoft system center configuration manager 2012 a team of expert authors offers step by step coverage of related topics in every feature area organized to help it professionals rapidly optimize configuration manager 2012 for their requirements and then deploy and use it successfully the authors begin by introducing configuration manager 2012 and its goals and explaining how it fits into the broader system center product suite next they fully address planning design and implementation finally they systematically cover each of configuration manager 2012 s most important feature sets addressing issues ranging from configuration management to software distribution readers will learn how to use configuration manager 2012 s user centric capabilities to provide anytime anywhere services and software and to strengthen both control and compliance the first book on configuration manager 2012 system center configuration manager 2012 unleashed joins sams market leading series of books on microsoft s system center product suite books that have achieved go to status amongst it implementers and administrators worldwide

**Mastering System Center Configuration Manager**

2016-12-29

get up to date quickly with clear expert coverage of sccm 2016 mastering system center configuration manager provides comprehensive coverage of microsoft s powerful network software
deployment tool with a practical hands on approach written by santos martinez peter daalmans and brett bennett this guide walks you through sccm 2016 with in depth explanations anchored in real world applications to get you up to speed quickly whether you re planning a new installation or migrating from a previous version of configuration manager this book provides clear instruction and expert insight to get the job done right fully aligned with the latest release the discussion covers the newest tools and features with examples that illustrate utility in a variety of contexts system center configuration manager formerly sms is one of microsoft s flagship products the 2016 release has been updated with better windows 10 and windows server 2016 compatibility improved tools for managing non microsoft mobile devices in the cloud and more this book provides start to finish coverage and expert guidance on everything you need to get your system up to date deploy software and operating systems automate processes and customize configurations monitor performance and troubleshoot issues manage security in the cloud and on virtual machines sccm 2016 improves your ability to handle the bring your own device influx in managing mobile streamlining the latest hiccup right into the everyday workflow mastering system center configuration manager provides the practical coverage you need to get up and running seamlessly

Mastering System Center Configuration Manager

2014-12-24
this book is perfect for it administrators who are looking to enhance their skills on system and asset management a fair understanding of the core elements and applications related to sccm would be helpful

Deploying Microsoft System Center Configuration Manager

2017-09-18

plan design and deploy system center configuration manager 1706 like never before regardless of how complex your infrastructure is about this book the most up to date resource on deploying or migrating to system center configuration manager 1706 within your it infrastructure plan design and deploy configmgr 1706 with ease both on primary and multiple hierarchy sites master the new features of configmgr 1706 including windows 10 support who this book is for if you are a system engineer or an administrator planning to deploy microsoft system center configuration manager 1706 then this book is for you this book will also benefit system administrators who are responsible for designing and deploying one or more system center configuration manager 1706 sites in their new or existing systems what you will learn install configmgr servers and the necessary roles design and scale configmgr environments configure and administrate essential configmgr roles and features create software packages using msi and exe files deliver detailed reports with an automatic patching process apply proper hardening on your deployment and secure workstations deploy
operating systems and updates leveraging configmgr mechanisms create high availability components using the built in mechanism for backup and recovery in detail it becomes important to plan design and deploy configurations when administrators know that configuration manager interacts with a number of infrastructure components such as active directory domain services network protocols windows server services and so on via real world deployment scenarios this book will help you implement a single primary site or multiples sites you will be able to efficiently plan and deploy a multiple site hierarchy such as central administration site next you will learn various methods to plan and deploy configuration manager clients secure them and make the most of new features offered through configmgr 1706 like compliance deploying updates operating systems to the endpoints then this book will show you how to install configure and run sql reports to extract information lastly you will also learn how to create and manage users access in an configmgr environment by the end of this book you will have learned to use the built in mechanism to back up and restore data and also design maintenance plan style and approach this step by step guide teaches you cool ways to plan deploy and configure configmgr 1706 this tutorial which complements the release of configmgr 1706 with a refreshing new approach and expert guidance will teach you everything you need to know about the essentials of server

Microsoft System Center Data Protection Manager 2012 R2 Cookbook

2015-04-30
if you are a dpm administrator this book will help you verify your knowledge and provide you with everything you need to know about the 2012 r2 release no prior knowledge about system center dpm is required however some experience of running backups will come in handy

System Center Configuration Manager Reporting Unleashed

2016

since microsoft introduced system center 2012 configuration manager it has released two sets of important changes and improvements service pack 1 and r2 this comprehensive reference and technical guide focuses specifically on those enhancements it offers 300 pages of all new in the trenches guidance for applying configuration manager 2012 s newest features to improve user and it productivity across all corporate consumer and mobile devices an authoring team of world class system center consultants thoroughly cover system center integration with microsoft intune and its mobile device management capabilities they fully address microsoft s increased support for cross platform devices enhanced profiles changes to application management operating system deployment as well as improvements to performance security usability and mobile device management the essential follow up to system center 2012 r2 configuration manager unleashed this new supplement joins sams market leading series of books on microsoft system center use configmgr 2012 r2 with windows intune to deliver people centric management to any user any
device anywhere simplify byod registration and enrollment and enable consistent access to corporate resources integrate new mobile device management capabilities into the configuration manager console without service packs hot fixes or major releases provision authentication certificates for managed devices via certificate profiles automate repetitive software and device related tasks with powershell cmdlets centrally control roaming profiles certificates wi fi profiles and vpn configuration configure user data and profiles to manage folder redirection offline files folders and roaming profiles for windows 8 x users enable users to access data in virtual desktop infrastructure vdi environments manage devices running os x unix linux windows phone 8 winrt ios and android understand the new cross platform agent introduced in configmgr 2012 r2 automate windows setup with osd prepare for configure install and verify successful installation of the windows intune connector role respond to emerging challenges in mobile device management

System Center 2012 R2 Configuration Manager Unleashed

2014-09-01

a variety of positive change has recently taken place in the dnn ecosystem code base and underlying technology professional dnn7 open source net cms platform provides thorough coverage of all aspects of dnn including the latest features api s and updates looking to ramp up your knowledge of dnn7 if so this book is for you in this book you ll learn how to install configure
administer develop modules and much more. DNN has undergone a significant transformation over the past 4 years. The rebrand from DotNetNuke to DNN was just the start. The entire platform was migrated from VB to C. The user interface was overhauled, providing a much improved user experience. Dramatic improvements in functionality and performance were made, including support for social collaboration and mobile devices. Recently, APIs that make modern client-side development easy have been introduced, as well. The underlying technology platform has migrated from ASP.NET 2.0 to ASP.NET 4.0, and DNN has also integrated Microsoft's API as the service framework at the core of the DNN solution. All of these enhancements provide developers with a lot of power in one solution.

In previous professional DotNetNuke books, DotNetNuke founder Shaun Walker authored a popular introductory chapter covering the evolution of the DNN open source project. He will expand this initial chapter with information about venture capital funding, commercialization, and software business insights. These will be of interest to DNN enthusiasts as well as technology entrepreneurs. DNN site builders, administrators, and developers will learn how to determine if they have met the installation requirements and install DNN. Administrators and host a DNN site and install and configure modules. Manage users and keep a DNN installation secure, localize a DNN site for multiple languages. Build custom DNN modules in C using the model of separation of database, business logic, and presentation layers. Customize the DNN look with skinning, make their site social with EVOQ.

Professional DNN7
k2 blackpearl and the k2 platform is a large powerful game changing application platform built on microsoft technologies understanding it from top to bottom would be a great task for a single person which is why we have gathered more than a dozen authors to supply you with the information to successfully transform your company into a process oriented efficient business that can grow with the k2 platform since this is the first book on k2 blackpearl you will find a broad range of topics in this book from the market in which k2 blackpearl is aimed to the architecture of the platform from how to approach process design to developing your own custom user manager the first part of the book is meant for everyone and provides an understanding of k2 blackpearl and where it fits in the marketplace it is included to provide a framework for thinking about various aspects of process driven applications including how they differ from business process management techniques identifying processes in your company to automate the different pieces that make up a process measuring the success of your efforts and finally shifting your company's culture in the direction of process efficiency this section may be the only section you need to read if you are sponsoring a process improvement effort in your company if you are responsible for leading the effort make sure to read chapters 3 and 4 the other parts are meant to provide details on how to effectively deploy and use k2 blackpearl and include a broad range of topics read what you are most interested in but also make sure to read chapter 8 which will give you a great foundation to start designing processes with k2 blackpearl chapter 14 is also recommended for everyone because it provides an overview of the available k2 designers and how you can share projects among them k2 blackpearl is the main subject of this book although we devote an entire chapter chapter 23 to the add on product k2
connect to give you an understanding of how to bring sap data into your processes we also talk a bit about k2 blackpoint particularly in the sharepoint chapters since k2 blackpoint is built on the k2 blackpearl foundation many of the same concepts apply to that product as well but we do not point out the differences between k2 blackpearl and k2 blackpoint for that information browse to k2 com

Professional K2 blackpearl

2011-02-25

power up your windows security skills with expert guidance in depth technical insights and dozens of real world vulnerability examples from google project zero s most renowned researcher learn core components of the system in greater depth than ever before and gain hands on experience probing advanced microsoft security systems with the added benefit of powershell scripts windows security internals is a must have for anyone needing to understand the windows operating system s low level implementations whether to discover new vulnerabilities or protect against known ones developers devops and security researchers will all find unparalleled insight into the operating system s key elements and weaknesses surpassing even microsoft s official documentation author james forshaw teaches through meticulously crafted powershell examples that can be experimented with and modified covering everything from basic resource security analysis to advanced techniques like using network authentication the examples will help you actively test and manipulate system
behaviors learn how windows secures files and the registry re create from scratch how the system grants access to a resource learn how windows implements authentication both locally and over a network and much more you’ll also explore a wide range of topics such as windows security architecture including both the kernel and user mode applications the windows security reference monitor srm including access tokens querying and setting a resource’s security descriptor and access checking and auditing interactive windows authentication and credential storage in the security account manager sam and active directory mechanisms of network authentication protocols including ntlm and kerberos in an era of sophisticated cyberattacks on windows networks mastering the operating system’s complex security mechanisms is more crucial than ever whether you’re defending against the latest cyber threats or delving into the intricacies of windows security architecture you’ll find windows security internals indispensable in your efforts to navigate the complexities of today’s cybersecurity landscape

Windows Security Internals

2024-04-30

A complete textbook and reference for engineers to learn the fundamentals of computer programming with modern C introduction to programming with C for engineers is an original presentation teaching the fundamentals of computer programming and modern C to engineers and
engineering students professor cyganek a highly regarded expert in his field walks users through basics of data structures and algorithms with the help of a core subset of c and the standard library progressing to the object oriented domain and advanced c features computer arithmetic memory management and essentials of parallel programming showing with real world examples how to complete tasks he also guides users through the software development process good programming practices not shunning from explaining low level features and the programming tools being a textbook with the summarizing tables and diagrams the book becomes a highly useful reference for c programmers at all levels introduction to programming with c for engineers teaches how to program by guiding users from simple techniques with modern c and the standard library to more advanced object oriented design methods and language features providing meaningful examples that facilitate understanding of the programming techniques and the c language constructions fostering good programming practices which create better professional programmers minimizing text descriptions opting instead for comprehensive figures tables diagrams and other explanatory material granting access to a complementary website that contains example code and useful links to resources that further improve the reader's coding ability including test and exam question for the reader's review at the end of each chapter engineering students students of other sciences who rely on computer programming and professionals in various fields will find this book invaluable when learning to program with c

Introduction to Programming with C++ for Engineers
prepare for microsoft exam ms 900 and help demonstrate your mastery of real world foundational knowledge about the considerations and benefits of adopting cloud services and the software as a service cloud model as well as specific options and benefits of microsoft 365 cloud service offerings designed for it professionals exam ref focuses on critical thinking and decision making acumen needed for success at the microsoft certified fundamentals level focus on the expertise measured by these objectives understand cloud concepts understand core microsoft 365 services and concepts understand security compliance privacy and trust in microsoft 365 understand microsoft 365 pricing and support this microsoft exam ref organizes its coverage by exam objectives features strategic what if scenarios to challenge you assumes you are a business user it professional or student interested in cloud computing and technologies including individuals planning to pursue more advanced microsoft 365 certification about the exam exam ms 900 focuses on knowledge about benefits and considerations of using cloud services different types of cloud services core microsoft 365 components comparisons between microsoft 365 and on premises services modern management concepts office 365 proplus microsoft 365 collaboration mobility and analytics microsoft 365 security and compliance concepts unified endpoint management security usage scenarios and services the service trust portal and compliance manager microsoft 365 licensing options pricing support and service lifecycles about microsoft certification passing this exam fulfills your requirements for the microsoft 365 certified fundamentals certification credential proving that you understand microsoft 365 options as well as the benefits of adopting cloud services the software as a service saas cloud model and microsoft 365 cloud services in particular see full details at
Ubuntu Linux is the fastest growing Linux based operating system and beginning Ubuntu Linux fifth edition teaches all of us, including those who have never used Linux, how to use it productively. Whether you come from Windows or the Mac or the world of open source, beginning Ubuntu Linux fifth edition shows you how to take advantage of Lucid Lynx based on the best-selling previous edition. Emilio Raggi maintains a fine balance between teaching Ubuntu and introducing new features. Whether you aim to use it in the home or in the office, you'll be introduced to the world of Ubuntu Linux from simple word processing to using cloud services. You'll learn how to control the Ubuntu system which you just installed from the book's DVD as you are guided through common tasks such as configuring the system's graphical user interface GUI, listening to audio CDs and MP3s, producing documents using VoIP and chat, and of course general system maintenance. This book also supplies a series of comprehensive tutorials on Ubuntu administration and security essential for any Ubuntu user while not neglecting matters pertaining to office applications and the cloud.
microsoft system center enterprise suite unleashed is the first and only definitive real world guide to
the entire microsoft system center enterprise suite it brings together tips tricks best practices and
lessons learned by top consultants who ve deployed system center in some of the world s largest
enterprises and most successful small businesses drawing on years of early adopter and production
experience rand morimoto chris amaris and their team cover the entire system center lifecycle and
its components for system configuration operations management data protection virtual machine
management help desk support change management asset control capacity planning and mobile
device management you ll learn about individual components and how to integrate them to build
automated exceptionally efficient managed environments for smaller businesses the book also
presents microsoft s streamlined lower cost it management offering system center essentials 2010
use system center configuration manager 2007 to image update manage and support servers and
clients proactively monitor your systems to identify and fix problems before they fail use system
center data protection manager 2010 to provide reliable timely backup recovery implement and
manage all aspects of virtualization including virtual guest sessions on both microsoft hyper v and
vmware make the most of system center service manager 2010 s integrated tools for managing help
desks incidents assets and changes use system center capacity planner to properly size procure
and deploy new systems remotely track secure patch update and support mobile devices with
system center mobile device manager simplify small business it management with system center essentials 2010 s wizards and auto configuration components

Microsoft System Center Enterprise Suite Unleashed

2010-04-09

note this title is also available as a free ebook it is offered for sale in print format as a convenience get a head start evaluating system center 2012 r2 with technical insights from a microsoft mvp and members of the system center product team this guide introduces new features and capabilities with scenario based advice on how the platform can meet the needs of your business get the high level overview you need to begin preparing your deployment now preview new features and enhancements including virtual machine manager app controller configuration manager data protection manager operations manager advisor service manager orchestrator

The Power of C#

2008
your ultimate guide to pentesting with kali linux kali is a popular and powerful linux distribution used by cybersecurity professionals around the world penetration testers must master kali’s varied library of tools to be effective at their work the kali linux penetration testing bible is the hands on and methodology guide for pentesting with kali you’ll discover everything you need to know about the tools and techniques hackers use to gain access to systems like yours so you can erect reliable defenses for your virtual assets whether you’re new to the field or an established pentester you’ll find what you need in this comprehensive guide build a modern dockerized environment discover the fundamentals of the bash language in linux use a variety of effective techniques to find vulnerabilities osint network scan and more analyze your findings and identify false positives and uncover advanced subjects like buffer overflow lateral movement and privilege escalation apply practical and efficient pentesting workflows learn about modern application security secure sdlc automate your penetration testing with python

Introducing Microsoft System Center 2012 R2

2014-01-15

the first major book on mdm written by group policy and enterprise mobility mvp and renowned expert jeremy moskowitz with windows 10 organizations can create a consistent set of configurations across the modern enterprise desktop for pcs tablets and phones through the
common mobile device management mdm layer mdm gives organizations a way to configure settings that achieve their administrative intent without exposing every possible setting one benefit of mdm is that it enables organizations to apply broader privacy security and application management settings through lighter and more efficient tools mdm also allows organizations to target internet connected devices to manage policies without using group policy gp that requires on premises domain joined devices this makes mdm the best choice for devices that are constantly on the go with microsoft making this shift to using mobile device management mdm a cloud based policy management system it professionals need to know how to do similar tasks they do with group policy but now using mdm with its differences and pitfalls what is mdm and how is it different than gp setup azure ad and mdm auto enrollment new pc rollouts and remote refreshes autopilot and configuration designer enterprise state roaming and onedrive documents roaming renowned expert and microsoft group policy and enterprise mobility mvp jeremy moskowitz teaches you mdm fundamentals essential troubleshooting techniques and how to manage your enterprise desktops

Kali Linux Penetration Testing Bible

2021-04-21

virtual hands on learning labs allow you to apply your technical skills using live hardware and software hosted in the cloud so sybex has bundled microsoft 365 certified associate mca modern
desktop from practice labs the it competency hub with our popular mca modern desktop administrator study guide exam md 100 working in these labs gives you the same experience you need to prepare for the microsoft 365 certified associate mca modern desktop md 100 that you would face in a real life setting used in addition to the book the labs are a proven way to prepare for the certification and for work in the windows it professional field the new microsoft 365 certified associate mca modern desktop certification exam measures a candidate s ability to deploy windows manage devices and data configure connectivity and maintain windows mca certification sought by a growing number of employers is an important part of any it professional s resume the mca modern desktop administrator study guide exam md 100 is a must have book for anyone preparing for certification this clear and accurate study guide covers 100 of exam objectives providing hands on exercises challenging review questions full explanations and real world examples to deploy configure secure manage and monitor devices and client applications in an enterprise environment access to sybex s comprehensive online learning environment comprising a self assessment test a bonus practice exam flashcards a searchable glossary and chapter exercise videos is included to fully prepare for exam day this study guide covers all exam md 100 objectives prepares readers to implement install and configure windows 10 reinforces comprehension and retention of central exam topics helps readers learn new skills or upgrade existing skills to microsoft s latest desktop client demand for competent it professionals is already high and continues to grow at a rapid pace the mca modern desktop administrator study guide exam md 100 is a valuable resource for preparing for the new exam md 100 and mca certification and with this edition you also get practice labs virtual labs that run from your browser the registration code is included with the book and gives you 6 months unlimited access to practice labs microsoft 365 certified associate mca modern desktop labs
with 29 unique lab modules to practice your skills

**MDM: Fundamentals, Security, and the Modern Desktop**

2019-07-30

harness the power of sql server microsoft s high performance database and data analysis software package by accsing everything you need to know in microsoft sql server 2008 bible learn the best practices tips and tricks from this comprehensive tutorial and reference which includes specific examples and sample code with nearly every task demonstrated in both a graphical and sql code method understand how to develop sql server databases and data connections how to administer the sql server and keep databases performing optimally and how to navigate all the new features of the 2008 release

**MCA Modern Desktop Administrator Study Guide with Online Labs**

2020-10-27
whether it's your first venture into 3D technical drawing software or you're switching to SolidWorks from something else you're probably excited about what this CAD program has to offer. Chances are you figure it's going to take awhile to get the hang of it before you can begin cranking out those perfectly precise 3D designs. SolidWorks For Dummies, 2nd edition can help you dramatically shorten that get-acquainted period. SolidWorks For Dummies, 2nd edition will help you get up and running quickly on the leading 3D technical drawing software. You'll see how to set up SolidWorks to create the type of drawings your industry requires and how to take full advantage of its legendary 3D features. You'll discover how to work with virtual prototypes, understand the user interface, use templates and sketch assemble and create drawings, automate the drawing process, review drawings and collaborate with other team members, define and edit sketches, create dimensions and annotations, print or plot your drawings, leverage existing designs, sample files on the bonus CD-ROM show you how to apply the latest version of SolidWorks and accomplish specific tasks. Even if you're brand new to CAD software, SolidWorks For Dummies, 2nd edition will have you feeling like a pro in no time. You'll find you've entered a whole new dimension.

Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Bible

2011-02-11
the 70 688 supporting windows 8 1 textbook helps prepare students for the second of two exams required for microsoft certified solutions associate mcasa windows 8 certification students master configuration or support for windows 8 computers devices users and associated network and security resources those in this it professional career field work with networks configured as a domain based or peer to peer environment with access to the internet and cloud services these it professionals could be a consultant full time desktop support technician or it generalist who administers windows 8 based computers and devices as a portion of their broader technical responsibilities additional skills addressed including the recent 8 1 objectives in this textbook design an installation and application strategy maintain resource access maintain windows clients and devices manage windows 8 using cloud services and microsoft desktop optimization pack the moac it professional series is the official from microsoft turn key workforce training program that leads to professional certification and was authored for college instructors and college students moac gets instructors ready to teach and students ready for work by delivering essential resources in 5 key areas instructor readiness student software student assessment instruction resources and learning validation with the microsoft official academic course program you are getting instructional support from microsoft materials that are accurate and make course delivery easy

**SolidWorks For Dummies**

2011-02-09
pro sql server 2008 administration is critical for database administrators seeking in depth knowledge on administering sql server 2008 this book covers the impact of the new features available in sql server 2008 specifically targeted for database administrators along with the tried and true advanced techniques required to support and maintain microsoft sql server introduces new administration features of sql server 2008 shows how to manage a sql server 2008 database at professional level provides guidance on performance optimization

70-688 Supporting Windows 8.1

2014-08-18

implement maintain and repair sql server 2012 databases as the most significant update since 2008 microsoft sql server 2012 boasts updates and new features that are critical to understand whether you manage and administer sql server 2012 or are planning to get your mcasa sql server 2012 certification this book is the perfect supplement to your learning and preparation from understanding sql server s roles to implementing business intelligence and reporting this practical book explores tasks and scenarios that a working sql server dba faces regularly and shows you step by step how to handle them includes practice exams and coverage of exam objectives for those seeking msca sql server 2012 certification explores the skills you ll need on the job as a sql server 2012 dba discusses designing and implementing database solutions walks you through administering
maintaining and securing sql server 2012 addresses implementing high availability and data distribution includes bonus videos where the author walks you through some of the more difficult tasks expected of a dba featuring hands on exercises and real world scenarios this resource guides you through the essentials of implementing maintaining and repairing sql server 2012 databases

**Pro SQL Server 2008 Administration**

2009-10-15

delve inside windows architecture and internals and see how core components work behind the scenes led by three renowned internals experts this classic guide is fully updated for windows 7 and windows server 2008 r2 and now presents its coverage in two volumes as always you get critical insider perspectives on how windows operates and through hands on experiments you ll experience its internal behavior firsthand knowledge you can apply to improve application design debugging system performance and support in part 1 you will understand how core system and management mechanisms work including the object manager synchronization wow64 hyper v and the registry examine the data structures and activities behind processes threads and jobs go inside the windows security model to see how it manages access auditing and authorization explore the windows networking stack from top to bottom including apis branchcache protocol and ndis drivers and layered services dig into internals hands on using the kernel debugger performance monitor and
the only guide you need to learn the leading 3d solid modeler program solidworks this in depth guide goes into extensive detail not just on how the software works but in many cases why it works the way it does solidworks is a powerful 3d solid modeling system that is popular with cad users everywhere but to become really proficient at the more involved functionality in solidworks one really needs specialized training or a comprehensive book like the solidworks bible thoroughly covers solidwork features using real world examples author matt lombard is well known and well respected in the solidworks community and host a popular solidworks blog called dezignstuff get the guidance you need to efficiently learn and master solidworks note cd rom dvd and other supplementary materials are not included as part of ebook file
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